Igf2r and Igf2 gene expression in androgenetic, gynogenetic, and parthenogenetic preimplantation mouse embryos: absence of regulation by genomic imprinting.
Genomic imprinting in mammals is believed to result from modifications to chromosomes during gametogenesis that inactivate the paternal or maternal allele. The genes encoding the insulin-like growth factor type 2 (Igf2) and its receptor (Igf2r) are reciprocally imprinted and expressed from the paternal and maternal genomes, respectively, in the fetal and adult mouse. We find that both genes are expressed in androgenetic, gynogenetic, and parthenogenetic preimplantation mouse embryos. These results indicate that inactivation of imprinted genes occurs postfertilization (most likely postimplantation) and that genomic imprinting and gene inactivation are separate processes. We propose that imprinting marks the chromosome so that regulatory factors expressed in cells at later times can recognize the imprint and selectively inactivate the maternal or paternal allele. For these genes, this finding invalidates models of genomic imprinting that require them to be inactive from the time of fertilization.